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No Ease in Zion
By T. R. Feiwel
(Seeker and Warburg. 12/6)

Reviewed by Vernon Richards, in the newspaper, ‘Spain and the
World’, Dec.3, 1938

Thefirst Jews to settle in Palestine were “young Intellectual Rus-
sians” who left Russia after the pogroms of 1882 “to devote them-
selves to simple village life.” But the idea of a Jewish State was first
envisaged by Theodor Herzl, a Viennese journalist. His Zionism
had very little idealism about it. As Mr. Feiwel remarks “Zionism
was essentially a bourgeois and capitalist movement” and through-
out the book, in vain does one seek for any traces of idealism in the
movement, save in the only too few Communal Settlements which
are generally opposed to Official Zionism.

As early as 1920 “in the new Jewish Palestine” the “young and
militant Labour Federation already had its ideological difficulties.”
The difficulties arose because there was, according to the author
a “strong Left Wing of young people” with pronouncedly revolu-



tionary views who rejected all bourgeois ties and advocated mili-
tant co-operation between the Arab and Jewish workers. Naturally,
as in all capitalist countries, the idealist minority succumbs to the
wishes of the Capitalists, and in this case to the Zionist Organisa-
tion.

This book can leave no illusions as to the true nature of official
Zionism. It is Capitalist to the core. In fact, the Socialist dream was
shattered as far back as 1924-25, “The brisk capitalist development
in Tel Aviv, Haifa and the cities belt took first place” and needless
to say there were “bitter struggles against exploitation.” And the
author admits that though Jewish emmigration would continue “it
was obvious that the growth of Jewish Palestine under the British
regime would be on Capitalist lines and colonial Capitalist lines at
that.” And Zionism has since abandoned all attempts at setting up
a [Free?] Society in Palestine. Rather has it been the contrary.

Capitalist refugees(!) flocked to Palestine while the poor
workers who probably had even in some small measure agitated
against Fascism were left behind to face the consequences. The
author quite expected this to happen when he wrote “Naturally
it was the wealthiest and most efficient Jews who had kept their
resources sufficiently liquid, who reached the country first.” This
sudden influx of capital created “revolutionary economic changes
in Jewish Palestine.” “There was an unprecedented boom in
houses, building plots and cities groves, the only ready channels
of investment….” land values rose to fantastic heights… “and at the
same time the Histadrut grew into a close knit, wealthy body of
nearly 100,000 members aiming entirely at consolidating the new
nationalism, cementing the new Jewish Palestine into a miniature
but solid national entity.”

This passage is full of irony for most of these “colonisers” have
escaped fromGermanNationalismwhich they have learned to hate
by bitter experience, only to create Jewish Nationalism in Pales-
tine. There is some truth in the suggestion that many Jews in Ger-
manywould have gladly waved the Swastika if Streicher gave them
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the chance to do so! Consequently the Zionist attitude towards the
Arabs is of interest.

Nine tenths of Zionist opinion — according to Mr. Feiwel, con-
sider that “The Arab does not exist,” which is not exactly the best
way to try andwork in harmonywith the peoplewho have, after all,
lived for years in the same land. At least it is not the attitude one
would expect from people who have themselves been driven out
of a country which they had considered their homeland for gen-
erations. And the author shows us how sure the Zionists always
were of their strength and of outside support. They reasoned in
these terms: “Ultimately British and Zionist interests must surely
coincide. And how could a small Arab population challenge the
might of British Imperialism” or as in another example the Zion-
ist assumption “that such a Zionist majority (in Palestine) could be
obtained without major resistance by the Arabs, implies that the
Palestine Arabs do not exist…”

Furthermore one reads “Already the Official Zionist name
for Palestine-Eretz Israel… emphasized this attitude.” Also the
education of Jewish children in Palestine was nationalist. In
fact the whole attitude of official Zionism has been one of
non-co-operation with the Arabs.

The Arabs and their cause are dealt with in a very sketchy fash-
ion in a short chapter.The backward conditions of the Arab worker
and his domination by the upper class is surely not a reason why
these people should be exploited and dominated by a Jewish Cap-
italist, with the aid of British Imperialism. Nor can one condemn
a movement simply because it has “no programme.” The Arab de-
mand for independence is far from vague in its significance.

The Arab leaders writes Mr. Feiwel show through their writings
and their speeches that “they still only half grasp the real world”
and have besides, most vivid imaginations. That may be true, but
Herzl had a vivid imagination (“the Jewish bankers dismissed him
casually as a mad visionary”) and what of Ben Gurion, reactionary
and Zionist who laid down a ten year plan for the immigration of
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one million Jewish families (that is five million people) and all he
required was £250 million!

To be sure there is no idealism in the Arab overlords as there
is no idealism in the millions of Alfred Mond “the ruthless chief of
Imperial Chemical Industries,” but as the author points out, since
the war the population “Arabs, Christians, Jews exchanged a deca-
dent Imperial Master for an up-to-date one” and more up-to-date
in his ruthlessness. And so long as Jewish immigration to Pales-
tine has as its aim the establishment of a Jewish State where lack
of consideration for those outside its circle threatens to shape in a
similar fashion to that in other countries, then the Arabs’ cry for
independence and their demands that Jewish emmigration should
cease seem fully justified.

Mr. Feiwel, after his detailed analysis which while not
favourable to the Arabs is hardly flattering to the Zionists, in the
chapter “Palestine and the Jews” tries to look into the future of
Palestine. The narrow outlook of Zionism will prevent progress
being made in Palestine, and again — for it cannot be stressed too
often — the lack of consideration for the Arabs who in Palestine
“still live at a deplorably low level.”

The persecution of the Jews in Europe today is in our opinion
but one problem, and their treatment is not a greater travesty of
justice than Mussolini’s murderous attacks on the Abyssinians or
on the Italian workers who still fill his gaols, nor of British Imperi-
alism’s policy in India, nor of International Fascism’s campaign of
extermination in Spain.

We say with Mr. Feiwel that “today the question of the Jews
of Europe has become one which must be solved together with all
others — or, together with them, fail to be solved.” And we further
add that Zionism will not solve the Jewish problems.

The Jewish workers must now unite with the Arab workers, be-
fore hatred and suspicion create an unsurmountable barrier, which
will make it virtually impossible to rid Palestine of British Imperi-
alism and Arab and Jewish Capitalism, for many years to come.
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